
 

 
 
customized silicone smart wristband 
-1 , It is widely used for ,door access control 
-2 ,  Each key fob with an global unique UID number
. 
-3 , Many color can choose . Black , blue , green ,
yallow , Grey in stock . Other color can be
customized too . Blue one is the hot selling one . 

Chip T5577
Frequency 125khz 

Printing 

We can
supply the
printing
service . If
you want us
to print the
key fob  ,
please send
us the
printing
artwork in
AI /PSD
/PDF or
CDR . 



Price 

Please tell
us your
detail
request on
the key
chain
including
color and
quality you
need . we
will quote
you the
price
accordingly 

 

This is photo to show the both sides of our ACM-ABS011 keyfob . It is
made by ABS material , waterproof . and with metal key ring . 

 
The size of the key chain is 4cm *3cm. Also we can
print your logo on the key fob . 

 



 

The standard packing is 200 pcs each bag . With our label paste on
the bag , We also can print and paste your label on the bag  

 
The standard packing is 2000 pcs each carton . 10 bags in a carton .
The gross weight is 10kg .  

 

 
Shipping Way (Just for new customers
reference ) 
We are one of the leading exporter of RFID products in China since
2000 years . With rich international trade experience we know the
international shipping very well , We know which express or air/sea
line is cheap and safe to your country . We can supply various



certificate for you to clean your custom to such as CO , FTA , Form F ,
Form E ...Ect . We wil provide our professional suggestion for your
shipping . EXW , FOB , FCT , CIF , CFR ...trade term are ok for us . We
can be your reliable partner for products and shipping . 

 

Except the ABS011 , our factory also can make the ABS eyfob in other shape design . Above are our other 10 different design
.You can click above picture to find more detail . 

 

We also can produce the silicon cartoon keyfob . For now , we have 6 module now . We also can supply the OEM service  .  

Frequency Chip 

125khz 

TK4100 ,
EM4200 ,
EM4305 ,
T5577 , 

13.56mhz 

F08,
S5O/S70,
compatiable
S70 , , N
213, D21,
D41,D81

UHF Aline H3

 


